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It is known that a pair of commuting n x n matrices A, B with 
elements in a field F have the following “splitting” property: 
If 
where A,, A, are square matrices, T a nonsingular matrix over F, and 
A,, A, have relatively prime characteristic polynomials, then 
when B,, B, are square matrices of the same dimensions as A,, A,. If 
F is algebraically closed, then “higher commutativity” (see remark after 
proof of Theorem 2) is necessary and sufficient. For the sufficiency 
part in this case compare [2], [3], [7]. 
Here a necessary and sufficient condition is derived in the case that 
F is a separable field. 
The result is based on a theorem (Theorem 1) by Kato, Taussky, 
Wielandt [4, 8, see also 5, 61 concerning the commutator operator A, 
defined by A on the space of n x n matrices X, i.e., the operator defined 
by AX - XA. Let A have characteristic roots CQ,. . . , a,. Let fA be the 
characteristic polynomial of A and mA its minimum polynomial. Put 
N = %(n - 1)/2 and let 6,, . . . , cY,~ be the elementary symmetric functions 
of (xi - aJ2. 
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THEOREM 1. The characteristic fiolynomial of A, is 
It follows that 
fd,(A,)B = 0 
for any n X n matrix H. 
Since F is not assumed algebraically closed, we consider the irreducible 
factors fl,. . . , ft, fi # fk of fA. Let fj have the zeros tcrj, . . . , c+, where 
nj is the degree of fj. 
We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. The general case. No (qj - E,~,)~ = (qg - tc,J2 for some 
g# h. 
Case 2. The intertwined case. 
(Xii - xki)’ = (c(,~ - c(,~~)~ for some g # h. (1) 
THEOREM 2. Let A, B belong to the general case. Then A, B have 
the splitting propert> if and only if 
where Ci is the block of A, corresponding to fi, i.e., if 
where Ai has a power of fi as its minimum polynomial, then Ci = A,‘. 
If A, B belong to the intertwined case, then all factors for which (1) 
holds have to be omitted from (2) to obtain a sufficient condition. 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we prove another theorem of independent 
interest. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A, be any x Y matrix with characteristic roots ccl, . . . , cc, 
and A, an s x s matrix with characteristic roots &, . . . , p,. Let B be an 
r x s matrix. Then 
A iw,B = AIB - BA, 
can be considered as a linear operator of dimension YS acting on the rs-dimen- 
sional vector B. This operator has as characteristic roots the differences 
a, - /3,. 
Proof. For a proof for this see [l]. It can also be proved easily 
by assuming that the matrix 
has indeterminates as elements and hence can be transformed to diagonal 
form. The theorem then follows by specialization. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We begin by showing the necessity of the condi- 
tion. Assume that A, B have both been transformed to block diagonal 
form 
where corresponding blocks have equal dimensions. It is clear that the 
splitting property, when assumed for two blocks, also holds for more than 
two blocks. Theorem 1 implies that m,Z(d,i)B, = 0. This implies that 
m,$(d,)B,O = 0 where Bio is the matrix obtained from B by replacing 
all blocks # Bi by the appropriate zero matrix. It follows that 
ZIjm,j(AA)BiO = 0, i = 1, 2,. . . . Since ZB,O = B, the condition is 
necessary. 
Conversely, assume that the condition is satisfied. We wish to prove 
that the splitting property holds. It is permissible to assume A in the form 
4 
i 1 A2 
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since simultaneous similarity transformations may be applied. We 
further assume that A,, A, have relatively prime characteristic polynom- 
ials. Partition B conformally to A into 
and write this as 
‘=(:I :)+(: “b’3+(,“,, :)+ (: Bs,,i- 
By assumption in Case 1, m,l(A,)m,l(A,)B = 0. The operator 
‘tAL A,) 
applied on one of the four summands above corresponds to the operator 
A A,,Ak applied to the corresponding B,. The same holds for polynomials 
in these operators. Hence 
()ZE 
i 
%J,(AA,)~A,(AA,)%I ~A,(AA,,A,)~A,(AA,,A,)~~~ 
~A,(AA,,A,)~A,(AA,,A,)Bz~ “Q,(&)~A~(AA,)B,, 
It follows that 
MA,(~A,,A,)~A,(~A,,A,)~~~ = O. 
However, the matrix of WZ,,(A,,,,~ )wz~~(A,~,,~~) is nonsingular, since it 
has no characteristic root in common with the zeros of the characteristic 
polynomial of AAl,Az. Hence the vector B,, = 0 and the splitting property 
follows since the same argument holds for B,,. It is further clear that 
Case 2 necessitates the modification stated in the theorem. 
Remark. In the case that F is algebraically closed the fi are all 
linear; hence only powers of A, can be considered then. 
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